MODIFICATIONS REQUIRED TO AMX AVB-DWP-TX-MULTI DXLINK TRANSMITTER WALL PLATE
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AMX AVB-DWP-TX-MULTI DXLINK

TOP VIEW

REAR

FRONT

3.48" 1.74"

4.06" 3.67"

0.19" REMOVED

B

AMX AVB-DWP-TX-MULTI DXLINK

FRONT VIEW

0.19" REMOVED

0.19" REMOVED

3.67" FRONT

REAR 2.78"

C

AMX AVB-DWP-TX-MULTI DXLINK

SIDE VIEW

REAR

FRONT

3.48"

1.74"

CUSTOMER CAN PROVIDE A CUSTOM PLATE BLANK OR PUNCHED FOR THIS AREA AND ATTACH WITH 8-32 PAN HEAD SCREWS

CUSTOM PLATE WIDTH

CUSTOM PLATE HEIGHT

THRU HOLE LAYOUT FOR EXTRON AAP PLATES

6" CUSTOM PLATE WIDTH

6" OPENING

3/4" CUSTOM PLATE HEIGHT

2/4" OPENING

THRU HOLES IN WALLPLATE INTERFACE

8-32 X 3/4" PAN HEAD SCREWS REQUIRED

FSR FL-600P-4-B 4" DEEP FLOOR BOX

FSR FL-600P-4-B 4" DEEP FLOOR BOX

FSR FL-600P-4-B 4" DEEP FLOOR BOX
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FSR P/N: 99495 MMS-FL-600P-4 WALLPLATE BRACKET KIT FOR FL-600P-4-B AND FL-640P-4-B FLOOR BOXES

FOR USE WITH AMX AVB-DWP-TX MULTI DXLINK WALLPLATE INTERFACE
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